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Introduction

This term we shall consider how to design GUI’s (ie. generic user
interfaces)a. We shall not be interested in how to implement them in
Java using the swing or AWT libraries.

Instead, we are interested in how GUI’s may be behaviorally specified
and how various user interaction problems may be overcome or avoided
altogether.

We will briefly consider the underlying threading mechanisms of the
Java GUI event models (as provided by the swing and AWT libraries).
The aim here being to provide an appreciation of the basic coding
techniques and the problems that may arise in using them.

aHowever, the techniques we develop are not limited to just these types of appli-

cations!



The types of errors that are encountered in these GUI applications tend
to be very hard to isolate and debug. This can be attributed to the
concurrent nature in which the user may interact with a typical GUI
application. Often, only certain specialised sequences of user
interactions cause these errors to manifest themselves.

As a result, the usual testing procedures rarely uncover these types of
concurrency problems. This means we need to design and specify our
GUI’s, using a formal notation system, so that they may be
mathematically analysed.



Course Recommended Reading

On this course we shall base the design, specification and analysis of our
GUI’s on a process algebra. The type of process algebra we shall use is
as described in the text:

Concurrency: State Models and Java Programs by J.Magee and
J.Kramer. Wiley, 1999.

In addition, we shall use the LTSA (labeled transition system analyser)
tool to write, animate and analyse our process algebra specifications.



Specifying GUI’s Using Transition Graphs

For the GUI’s that we shall consider, the order in which actions (or user
events) are allowed to occur is determined by a transition graph or
finite-state machine. The transition graph is an abstract representation
of the GUI.

• Nodes of the graph shall represent states of the GUI. The nodes
label, names a particular GUI state.

• Edges in the graph shall represent actions (or user events) of the
GUI. The edges label, names a particular user action. The source
and target node of the edge describes how the action alters the
GUI’s state.



Some Example GUI’s

This week we shall introduce the basic syntax for the process algebra
using a series of motivating web page examples.

Example 1 Consider the following web page:

Some test or other

This GUI has no facilities by which the user may interact with it.



We may thus describe its modes of behavior by the following labelled
transition system:

Main Page



Example 2 Consider the following web page:

Page 1

url one

url two

Page 2

This GUI has two hyperlinks which the user may click on.



We may thus describe its modes of behavior by the following labeled
transition system:

url two

Main Page
url one

Page 1

Page 2



Example 3 Consider the following web page:

url Page 1

return

This GUI is similar to the previous GUI, except that the user may
return to the main entry page via another hyperlink.



Thus, we may describe this mode of behavior using the following labeled
transition system:

PageMain Page

url

return

Using the transition diagram from this example, we see that our GUI
may engage in the following behavior:

url −→ return −→ url −→ return −→ . . .

Notice that the transition graph is finite, but the behavior is not.



This graphical format for describing GUIs is fine, but only if we work
with simple GUIs. It becomes highly unmanageable (and unreadable)
for transition graphs that involve a large number of states and
transitions (ie. more complex and interesting GUIs).

For this reason, we shall now introduce a simple notation for describing
GUIs or processes.



Action Prefixing

Definition 1 If act is an action and P is a process (cf. GUI) then we
may form a new process (cf. GUI) act -> P.

This new process (cf. GUI) initially engages in the action act before
behaving exactly as the process (cf. GUI) P.

This prefixing of the process (cf. GUI) P by the action act is known as
action prefixing.



Example 4 The transition graph in example 3 may be described using
the following process notationa:

WebPage = MainPage,

MainPage = (url -> Page),

Page = (return -> MainPage).

These equations describe our process WebPage. Its initial state is
MainPage (hence the first equation). The process may then alter state by
a url action (hence the second equation). Finally, when the process is
in state Page it may then alter state by a return action (hence the third
equation).

aNote: By convention, processes start with an upper case letter, while actions

start with a lower case letter.



A more succinct definition of the WebPage process may be obtained by
substituting the third equation into the second equation, to obtain the
following (behaviorally equivalent) definition:

WebPage = MainPage,

MainPage = (url -> return -> MainPage).

Finally, repeating the substitution (but this time substituting the first
equation into the second one) we get the following definition for the
process WebPage:

WebPage = (url -> return -> WebPage).

These three definitions for the process WebPage are all equivalent, since
they all generate exactly the same transition graphs!



Choice

Definition 2 If act1 and act2 are actions and P and Q are processes,
then we may form the new process act1 -> P | act2 -> Q.

This new process will engage in either of the actions act1 or act2

(hence why it is called choice!).

Should act1 -> P | act2 -> Q engage in action act1, it will
subsequently behave as described by P.

Should act1 -> P | act2 -> Q engage in action act2, it will
subsequently behave as described by Q.



Example 5 Consider the following web page:

return

Page 2 Page 1

url 2

url 1

return



We may thus describe its modes of behavior by the following labeled
transition system:

url 2

Main Page
url 1

Page 1

Page 2
return

return



Or, using our process notation, we may describe the GUI by the
equations:

WebPage = MainPage,

MainPage = (url1 -> Page1 | url2 -> Page2),

Page1 = (return -> MainPage),

Page2 = (return -> MainPage).

or, more succinctly by the single equation:

WebPage = (url1 -> return -> WebPage | url2 -> return -> WebPage).



Who or what makes the choice as to what action is executed?

In the previous example, the environment (ie. the user) made the
choice. Latter on, we will see how the choice may be determined by the
process (ie. the GUI) itself!

The order of elements in a choice has no significance. In other words,
the choice operator | is commutative:

ie. P | Q is equivalent to Q | P

More than one choice operator may be used (eg. to model other
hyperlinks in the previous example).



Non-Deterministic Choice

In the previous subsection, we used the choice operator in situations
where the action prefixes were distinct. In this subsection, we examine
what happens if they are the same!

Definition 3 The process act -> P | act -> Q is said to be
non-deterministic since after the action act has occurred, it may act
as either the process P or the process Q.



Example 6 Imagine trying to model a web site that randomly displays
one of two messages when a single buttona is pressed by the user. In
this situation, we need to use non-deterministic choice.

Such a web site can be modeled as follows:

WebSite = (button -> Display1 | button -> Display2),

Display1 = (message1 -> WebSite),

Display2 = (message2 -> WebSite).

aButtons can be modeled in the same way as hyperlinks!



or, again, more succinctly by the single equation:

WebSite = (button -> message1 -> WebSite | button -> message2 -> WebSite).

Notice here how an event may also involve displaying a message (in this
case, to the user).



User Input and Indexed Actions

In order to model GUIs that submit user input, it is necessary to have
actions that can take multiple values. We achieve this by indexing
actions.

Indices always have a finite range of values.

Example 7 Consider a website that, via an input box on a form, takes
in a number (in the range 0 . . . 255) which it then displays, after a
button has been clicked. Such a website may be described by the
following process equation:

WebSite = (input[nos: 0..255] -> button -> output[nos] -> END).



Example 8 Consider a GUI that continuously inputs two integers (in
the range 0 . . . 255) and then displays their sum when a button is
pressed. The following process models this behavior:

GUI = (input[arg1: 0..255][arg2: 0..255] -> button -> display[arg1 + arg2] -> GUI).

Notice how we may use the usual arithmetic operations on index
variables.



State and Indexed Processes

In order to model state-full GUIs (eg. websites with database backends
or that use cookies), it is necessary to have processes that can take
multiple values. We achieve this by indexing processes.

Again, indices will always have a finite range of values.

Example 9 Consider a GUI, with a button, that displays a message
once the button has been pressed 3 times. One way of describing such a
GUI is using the following equations:

GUI = GUI[0],

GUI[n: 0..2] = (button -> GUI[n+1]),

GUI[3] = (message -> END).


